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This program is designed to provide accurate and authoritative information in 
regard to the subject matter covered. It is provided with the understanding that 
the publisher is not engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or other 
professional service.  If legal advice or other expert assistance is required, the 
services of a competent professional person should be sought.

With special thanks to the Insurance Services Office, Inc. for advance 
information, continued support, and permission to use their forms and 
information.
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We have recently received some requests for digital certificates from a new 
customer. 

Essentially the insured is asking us to enter in all of their policy information 
(policy type, effective dates, limits, etc…) to a third-party website. 

They say that some vendors of theirs will not accept an ACORD and use this 
method instead. This is making me nervous from an E&O perspective. 

What if they change what we wrote in? 

Essentially, we have no record of what we wrote in the event of a claim 
unless I screen shot each page. 4
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However, they can still change that and send something out that is not a 
true reflection of their coverage. 

We always use a disclaimer on our ACORD certificates that says the 
following as well: 

This certificate of insurance represents coverage currently in effect 
and may or may not be in compliance with any written contract.

I feel I should tell the insured that all we can offer is an ACORD Certificate. 

However, I wanted to pick your brain to see if you have heard of these new 
third party websites.
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One agent wrote:
I emailed XXXX that we only provide ACORD COI’s and that we would not 
participate in their electronic method. 
They emailed me back…

As an ACORD member, XXXX utilizes their certificates of 
insurance form to ensure compliance. However, if you would prefer, 
you can email a completed COI to certprocessing@XXXX.com in 
order to submit it to the Requestor.

If you have any other questions or need further assistance, please let 
us know
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Digital insurance verification issues

mailto:certprocessing@XXXX.com


I agree with that agent …

Go pound sand

XXXX  are FULL OF …. 
Tell them you are ONLY sending an ACORD. That’s what other agents are doing 

You are not the first that has complained.
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Another Agent stated that the following :

XXXX is a third-party certificate vendor that requests and tracks certificates on behalf of 
a client. We have some concerns and wanted to see if you had any feedback you could 
share.

Some of the major concerns that we have:
• Data collected: The vendor requires you to enter data that is not standard to a 

certificate.

• License: The vendor requires a license number.

• Signature: They require the broker to upload a signature.
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Another Agent stated that the following :

We had an employee that went through the process of entering all the requested data.

Several weeks later, our client reached out to us as they received an email from XXXX.

The email went onto outline insurance they wanted the client to purchase, however in 
addition there was a certificate attached.

The certificate, attached, looks like it was issued by us. They also added the signature 
which the employee uploaded.
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Another Agent stated that the following :

We did not authorize (or thought we did not) this vendor to issue certificates on our 
behalf.

In addition, that is not the signature that we use for certificates.

One of our biggest concerns is we were not aware they were issuing certificates under 
our name.

What if a policy had cancelled for nonpayment?

They would not know this information and would be issuing certificates without our 
knowledge.

Could this result in an E&O?
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Another Agent stated that the following :

Further, we have some concerns about the data they are collecting.

Where they are asking for additional information that is outside from what is listed on 
the certificate, where is this data going?

What is it being used for?

Could this result in a privacy breach?
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Digital insurance verification issues

Sounds like they are using it 
for marketing

Certainly per MAIA article on concerns over 
digital verification ….



Loved this one too …..

Good morning! I just received an email from one of my customers.

They received an email from one of their customers that indicated they 
needed to see copies of all of my insured's policies, since certificates of 
insurance were no longer considered proof of coverage in the 
Commonwealth of MA.

This is the first I have heard of this - can anyone shed some light on this for 
me?
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Life never ceases to amaze me. Massachusetts hasn’t done anything “new” to the 
certificate since the original law. A certificate is a “worthless piece of paper” …unless an 
agents puts stuff on it that they shouldn’t … 

I just listened to a certificate seminar . Ask your client’s permission before you send the 
policies –
I’d rather them have the policy to read then to demand that I type information on the 
certificate that is “contrary” to policy language …which is illegal. Some receivers are 
asking for addendums with dangerous information.

Perhaps that certificate receiver has an “insurance professional” on staff …and they will 
be able to tell if the entities they hire have the insurance that they want them to have

Most certificate receivers just want to know the policy type/edition date and maybe 
additional insured forms … 
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But … if this is a digital COI organization …then … no … just send ACORD … 
We don’t want to send more information than is necessary … 

they could use it to market insurance to our client and steal them

issue certificates W/O our knowledge or consent
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How many days by MA law are required to be put on the 
Certificate of Insurance for notice of cancellation?

I seem to recall/think that for non-payment of premium MA law 
says no more than 10 days’ notice and we have someone looking 
for 30 days’ notice.
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COI cancellation



The ACORD certificate shows
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COI cancellation

Which means no one is supposed to type anything about cancellation …
it is what the policy says it is….read the policy
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COI cancellation

One is NOT supposed to type this in the “description” area as 

According to the ACORD how to complete instructions …this area is for:
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COI cancellation

Remember what ACORD says about 
the COI:

ACORD 25, Certificate of Liability 
Insurance, is issued as a matter of 
information only and confers no rights 
upon the certificate holder. 

The certificate does not affirmatively 
or negatively amend, extend or alter 
the coverage afforded by the policies 
listed on the certificate. 
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COI cancellation

Remember what ACORD says about the COI:

Also

The purpose of the certificate is to provide information to an interested third-party 
regarding insurance that is in force at the time of certificate issuance.

Although many companies provide notice of cancellation to certificate holders, they 
are not obligated to do so unless such requirement is set forth in the policy itself 
directly or by endorsement to the policy.
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COI cancellation

The Common Policy conditions only 
promises a cancellation notice 

to the First NAMED insured …

NO other insured named on 
dec page 
and 
CERTAINLY NOT 
an additional insured
or 
“mere” certificate holder
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COI cancellation

Each policy and state can have it’s own language/regulations

Common Policy conditions IL 00 17 attached to commercial lines policies states 
10 days non-payment
30 days other reasons
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COI cancellation

Each policy and state can have it’s own language/regulations

The MA amendatory endorsement changes this to the following for MA BAP
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COI cancellation

Each policy and state can have it’s own language/regulations

WC in MA is 10 days

.



Also … the following is found in the Accord instructions for completing the
certificate:

Cancellation
Number of days in which the company will endeavor to mail a written 
cancellation notice. This amount is subject to approval by the 
company(ies). 

You should not type in 30 without carrier approval …
And technically….

The company only mails cancellation to FIRST NAMED INSURED!
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COI cancellation
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“sample” COI language

I know we have discussed the ridiculousness of the Certificate language being 
required for our customers, but it just seems to keep getting worse! Is there 
nothing that can be done about this?

Attached is a sample of a certificate requirement; as you will see they are 
looking to cover everyone for everything including the kitchen sink!
Of course, our customer will not get the job nor be paid unless this is 
provided.

What can the association do to help with this situation? There must be 
something we can do?
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“sample” COI language

The association and the MA DOI did 
what it could creating the law that 
says … 

it is illegal to state something on a 
certificate that is not in the policy

First … this “prized” certificate is an 
older version – the 2016 is the most 
current version 
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“sample” COI language

They want a “per project” General 
aggregate which should be simple 
enough

Limit request of 1 million per 
occurrence and 2 million aggregate 
should be easily obtainable 
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“sample” COI language

auto liability on an “any auto” basis is 
difficult to obtain …this would be 
“symbol 1” – few carriers will allow 

Generally have to be scheduled autos
Hired autos and non-owned autos 

CSL 1 million is not difficult 
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“sample” COI language

awful lot of stuff mushed into this area
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“sample” COI language

The only way all those entities will be an insured is with the:  
CG 20 10 where you list them all …for prem/op  or CG 20 38  - the ISO CG 20 33 
automatic additional insured endorsement will not be sufficient

CG 20 37 where you list the “litany” for prod/co ops
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“sample” COI language

The only way all those entities 
will be an insured is with the:  
CG 20 10 where you list them all 
…for prem/op  
or CG 20 38  -

the ISO CG 20 33 automatic 
additional insured endorsement 
will not be sufficient

CG 20 37 where you list the 
“litany” for prod/co ops
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“sample” COI language

the ISO CG 20 33 automatic 
additional insured endorsement 
will not be sufficient as It only 
makes an AI the entity who 
SIGNS the contract with the 
named insured
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“sample” COI language

The  CG 20 38  can work as makes AI of:

the entity who signs contract with 
the named insured 

as well as

anyone else that the contract 
requires to be an insured 
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“sample” COI language

And would need a separate AI 
endorsement for completed operations

Either the CG 20 37 which like its premises 
operations counterpart (CG 20 10 ) – can 
type whoever want 
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“sample” COI language

2019 ISO version of the CG 20 28 
Automatic AI for completed operations if

1) Sign contract with named insured 

2) Anyone that contract requires AI 
status for
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“sample” COI language

NO ISO CGL or AI endorsement states “non-contributory”  .

The CGL is primary for
named insured
indemnitee of named insured in “insured contract”
Additional insured added to policy 

But the CGL does NOT mention “non-contributory” 
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“sample” COI language

ISO created a separate primary and 
Non-contributory endorsement to be 
added to the CGL 

If a carrier writes its OWN additional 
insured endorsements

does it cover EVERYONE or just who
sign contract

does it state “primary and non-
contributory

ISO’s endorsement only “non-
contributory with an AI who is a NAMED  
insured under their own policy ……
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“sample” COI language

Must have waiver of subrogation on workers compensation … 
confusing … IN favor of the additional insured parties” …since the WC policy 
does NOT allow additional insureds …

but waiver of subrogation can be added by endorsement
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“sample” COI language

WC waiver of subrogation can even be 
added to a “assigned risk” policy if contract 
requires 

But – oddly enough NOT ask for WOS 
endorsement for CGL or BAP??????
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“sample” COI language

30 Cancellation notice to add’l insureds is required

Not possible with ISO … as only the FIRST named insured gets a cancellation

The ACORD certificate just says …read the policy 

MA cancellation
WC – 10 days (any reason)
BAP – 20 days (any reason)
CGL – 10 days non-payment

30 days other reasons
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I'm not sure if this question would be for you 
since it is more of a frustration then a question.

It seems that more and more we are receiving 
ridiculous certificate requests with requirements 
that are absolutely over the top.

I'm surprised we haven't received one with the 
promise of our customers first born.

I am wondering if there is anything that can be 
done about these. 

Have you received complaints from other 
agencies?

Even MORE “sample” COI language
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Always feel free to approach my “venting” department.
You are not the only one.

I don’t know which request sent you “over the deep end” .. .
When I teach … I do mention them wanting your client to insure THEIR first born as well as 
their beloved pets.

From an EO standpoint …
I always suggest that we say “no” and send the law along with Dan Foley, Esq, former VP 
Government Affairs, MAIA’s letter …. 

From a reality standpoint … 
I think of what Bill Wilson, CPCU, etc., former VP Technical Affairs, IIABA national said:

“in the end it is a business decision …. But make sure it’s not illegal”.

You didn’t mention what ridiculous request was made

Even MORE “sample” COI language
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The GL request  - limit per project is actually a good 
request …

but 

do they want BOTH 
the general aggregate 
and 
the products aggregate
on a per project basis? 

1

Even MORE “sample” COI language
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Even MORE “sample” COI language
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Auto request …good news better than requiring 
“any auto” (symbol 1 which a lot of carriers won’t 
provide …and certainly not CAR and servicing 
carriers)

Buy “all owned autos” …is symbol (2) – fleet 
automatic coverage …most carriers won’t do that if 
they didn’t do (1) 

Generally we only get symbol 7 – scheduled autos 
and max of 30 days for newly acquired –not 
remainder of policy period

Should ALWAYS include hired autos symbol 8 and 
non-owned autos symbol 9 if NOT symbol 1 1

Even MORE “sample” COI language
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Per occurrence commercial umbrella is 
always better than claims made …

5 million limit … hefty …

but good advice

Page1Even MORE “sample” COI language
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AHHHHHHHH…
now I see why the agent was upset

First …overall …all policies …
30 days notice of cancellation –

CGL 
10 days non-payment
30 days other reasons

WC
10 days notice

BAP
20 days notice

Oh …and by the way …only first named insured 
gets notice- not additional insured!!!

Page2Even MORE “sample” COI language
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Further CGL requests 
lengthy AI list …but “doable” if use
CG 20 10 Additional Insured – Owners
Lessees, Or Contractors – Scheduled
Person or Organization 
or 
CG 20 38 Additional Insured – Owners,
Lessees, Or Contractors – Automatic 
Status For Other Parties When Required
In Written Construction Agreement

the contract requires that AI status be
given to “any other party as required
by written contract” 

Page 2Even MORE “sample” COI language
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I understand they want to make sure the policy
Doesn’t do the following but …

explosion collapse and underground – no 
exclusion … policy covers unless exclusion 
attached  

coverage for Independent contractors – what
do they mean – are they concerned that they 
have coverage for things independent 
contractors do …

which is THEIR responsibility to know

Or 
do they want verification that your insured has 
coverage for actions of independent 
contractors…
which means no exclusion added 

Page 2Even MORE “sample” COI language
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One could state that these exclusions are not on 
the policy but to state the cgl policy covers these 
things …

show me the language  in the policy 

Page2Even MORE “sample” COI language
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Additional insured applies to CGL – any particular
endorsement request?

Waiver of subrogation required – endorsement?
or usual ISO CGL language?

CGL – Primary and non-contributory … 
ISO language is primary and excess
need endorsement for “non-contributory”

Must include contractual liability …
well …there
Is a contractual liability exclusion giving back 
Coverage for “insured contract” definition – if
They just want you to state “includes contractual
Liability coverage” – what does that MEAN and
It ISN’T written like that in the policy 

Page 2Even MORE “sample” COI language
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Page 2Even MORE “sample” COI language
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Must confirm no residential exclusions 
Again …like XCU and independent contractor 
issue – no exclusion means coverage potential 

Now … re-discuss what the AI should be and 
now specific

primary and non-contributory basis for 
CGL, Auto and umbrella … 
endorsement not exist in CAR

Waiver of subrogation 
endorsement for CGL?
N/A in BAP in MA unless carrier allows 

ISO endorsement – N/A CAR
WC – need endorsement 

Page2Even MORE “sample” COI language
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AI endorsement request
CG 20 10 11/85 
or

p/o CG 20 10 10/01 and
Co/op CG 20 37 10/01 or it’s equivalent
Specified AI not “automatic” AI

that means they want “arising out of” 
language and the 2004, 2013 or 2019 
editions ARE NOT EQUIVALENT

and 30 days notice of cancellation ALL
the time TO AI…require company
specific endorsement

no deductibles allowed for BI/PD on
CGL/BAP/Umbrella  …or WC

Page2Even MORE “sample” COI language
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WANT TO SEE the
AI endorsements
WOS ENDORSEMENT (now we know)
Notice of cancellation endorsement

In addition to CERTIFICATE …no fibbing now!

If coverage not already these limits want to see 
additional premium cost to determine 
compliance

Waiver of subrogation desired language 

Page2Even MORE “sample” COI language
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More …redundant information on auto at
Bottom of page 1 into page 2

Additional insured
Waiver of subrogation
And how we want both to read

No deductible 

If need to increase coverage show us premium

Page 2 into page 3Even MORE “sample” COI language
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Umbrella
AI applies
WOS required
primary and non-contributory
must follow form over CGL, BAP, EL
prescribed wording 

Workers compensation 
AI endorsement – ON WHAT PLANET
WOS endorsement – can do even in WCRIB
provide endorsements separate from
certificate 

Page 3 continued Even MORE “sample” COI language
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Leased equipment 
Installation floater
Property Insurance
“broadest coverage form available – RC

(available for WHOM)

Honestly …WHO WROTE THIS ….

Page 4 Even MORE “sample” COI language



I have been banging my head against the wall with this certificate 
holder  Evaluation notice.

They will not accept our certificate of insurance, and we have 
provided them the insured’s entire policy including the 
endorsements. 

They not been any help when trying to ask them to clarify the 
problem. 
Am I reading something wrong?? 
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More COI demands



They declined the certificate stating it is being denied for the 
following: 

General Liability insurance must indicate the insurance is 
primary and all others are non contibutory.

I have provided them the endorsement that provide PNOC

60

Declined COI



Well..
I guess the better part of valor is to state on that ACORD 101 Add’l Remarks schedule 
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Declined COI

Per policy language 
Primary and Noncontributory Insurance

The following is added to Paragraph H. Other 
Insurance of Section III – Common Policy 
Conditions and supersedes any provision to the 
contrary. This insurance is primary to and will not 
seek contribution from any other insurance 
available to an additional insured under your 
policy provided that: 
1. The additional insured is a Named Insured 

under such other insurance; and 
2. You have agreed in writing in a contract or 

agreement that this insurance would be 
primary and would not seek contribution from 
any other insurance available to the additional 
insured

You TYPE EXACTLY HOW THE 
ENDORSEMENT READS in this section 



As one of my favorite instructors has said …Bill Wilson, CPCU, etc. formerly IIABA VP 
technical affairs.

At some point …one has to look at a good business practice …and try not to do
anything “illegal”.

In your case …The policy IS primary and the endorsement language has made your 
insured’s policy “noncontributory” also …

not that that “non-contributory” is defined …but …

if it makes them happy - and doesn’t violate MA law (which exact policy language 
should not)

YOU are NOT be illegal because you are NOT saying something that is not in the policy …
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The client who wants a certificate from my insured has some “addendums” 
they want included – should I…

or

Do you have further guidance/materials for agents regarding handling 
requests from compliance specialists demanding specific language be 
present on a COI?
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COI and “addendums” and more



It depends on what the “addendums” are … of course

Remember ACORD:

If the receiver is trying to “alter” or amend the policy …one should NOT type 
such information in that addendum …perhaps With insured’s permission …I 
think sending a copy of the policy would flabbergast them. They DON’T 
want to read it. The copy of the dec page with the endorsements is not a 
bad idea.

Also …remember …MA law
64

COI and “addendums” and more
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Can’t say that contract has anything 
to do with policy

COI and “addendums” and more

law reminds us that certificate is not a 
policy and can’t extend/alter or 
change policy

Can’t say something on COI not in 
policy – or require it to be said
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Fines for 
breaking law

COI and “addendums” and more
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Letter  to go 
with COI issued 
the RIGHT way 

Along with law
Written by 
Dan Foley, Esq
MAIA Legal 
consultant

COI and “addendums” and more
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The law talks about “certificates” …not addendums …so I asked 
Dan Foley, Esq., MAIA’s Legal consultant

is an addendum to a certificate of insurance in violation of our law?

Dan’s response

The COI law in Massachusetts only addresses Certificates of Insurance. 
Addendums are not addressed in the law or the DOI’s Memo on COI’s. 
So, if an Addendum is requested, there is nothing illegal about it, 
but the information asked for and the questions to be answered cannot 
alter, extend or change the coverages that the insurance policy provides.

Irene’s suggestions are good ones as well. You have to be very careful in 
how you respond to an Addendum.

COI and “addendums” and more
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We are getting requests from large contractors to add 
language to certs explaining and confirming coverage. 

We normally issue the certs and 
provide the actual coverage forms 
but are getting some blow back. 

Do you have some specific material about this we could forward to our 
insured, who is an atty and understands the issue, but wants some 
ammunition to fight back the request

Coverage Synopsis
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What do they want … a book?  

A certificate is a shot in time – a picture …

and it is not designed to amend the policy.  

ACORD states:

Coverage Synopsis
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Remember, in MA …

it’s against the law to state anything on the certificate that is not in the 
policy… 

Coverage Synopsis
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Since your insured is a lawyer …
sending a copy of the law with the sample letter can give
him/her some fodder for argument 

Anything “explaining coverage” on the certificate WILL be used 
against you … and it’s against the law … 
Send policy … or if company has a brochure …send that

Coverage Synopsis
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I just received an email from one of my customers.

They received an email from one of their customers that indicated they 
needed to see copies of all of my insured's policies, since certificates of 
insurance were no longer considered proof of coverage in the 
Commonwealth of MA.

This is the first I have heard of this - can anyone shed some light on this for 
me?

Thank you so much for your time!

Copy of policy request
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Life never ceases to amaze me.

Massachusetts hasn’t done anything “new” to the certificate since the 
original law.

A certificate is AND has always BEEN a “worthless piece of paper” …

unless an agents puts stuff on it that they shouldn’t 

Copy of policy request
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Ask your client’s permission before you send the policies –

I’d rather them have the policy to read then to demand that I type 
information on the certificate that is “contrary” to policy language …which is 
illegal and unwise.

Some receivers are asking for addendums with dangerous information.

Perhaps that certificate receiver has an “insurance professional” on staff … 
and they will be able to tell if the entities they hire have the insurance that 
they want them to have

Copy of policy request
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Agent responded:
The insured forwarded their customer’s email to be, he specifically states:

The Association requires proof of your firm’s insurance in the form of a 
Declaration Page, not a Certificate of Insurance (which are no longer 
considered proof of insurance in Massachusetts).

The insurance requirements and Additional Insured requests were actually 
standard, there was nothing out of the ordinary there. Except for his 
statement above. Hahaha.

Copy of policy request
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HMMMM
So, they want the Dec page not the policy language … 

I guess that will tell them ALL the endorsements that the policy has …
and if they know what to look for, they will know if exclusionary 
endorsements that they DON’T want the independent contractor to 
have are on the policy 

Copy of policy request
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Can a certificate of insurance be issued for a personal auto? The insured is 
using his truck to plow for the town. The town is requesting the 
certificate. The insurance Company says we can not issue a cert on a 
personal auto.

MAP/PAP and COI request
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Well now … since you’ve already been told “no” … not much I can say.

HOWEVER, 
There is no AIB or MAIP rule that you can’t …I have no idea if that 
particular Insurance company put such a statement  in their manual

But – unfortunately you asked the company …the company has said no …so … 
I don’t know what to tell you.

Other than…call back and ask “where in their manual” it says this

MAP/PAP and COI request
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I know that the ISO PAP manual does not discuss the issuance of a COI

But then …neither does the commercial lines manual ….

MAP/PAP and COI request

A certificate that just states the insured has insurance coverage makes no 
promises.

The Town does NOT become an insured under a MAP … and 
under the 2016 MAP there is an EXCLUSION for contractual assumption of 
liability under Part 5

Which is BAD news as your insured probably signed a contract and 
assumed responsibility on behalf of the town.  
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At least the national PAP makes the town an insured under liability  and does 
NOT have a contractual assumption exclusion 

MAP/PAP and COI request
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MAP/PAP and COI request

Neither the MAP, PAP nor BAP will issue any kind of a cancellation notice to 
the town should the policy be up for cancellation 

And remember …

Whether MAP/PAP or the Bap the insured still needs a CGL for 
completed operations (and needs the snowplow endorsement to 
remove the auto exclusion for completed operations on the CGL)
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HO policy, storage pods and COI request

My Insured is leasing pod to put contents in while doing some
renovations on his home.

The pod owner wants a GL policy and certificate of insurance – can’t I 
use the HO policy on the certificate?
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HO policy, storage pods and COI request

Well …
I would “expect” that this organization usually rents to businesses and not 
individuals … 

There is no mention of coverage for damage TO the pod …which the CGL 
policy would NOT do 

Property coverage COULD apply to a pod on the insured’s premises … 

Whether the CGL or the HO liability the insured can find coverage for 
BI/PD to others arising out of the pod 
Respond to assumption of responsibility of pod  
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HO policy, storage pods and COI request

Coverage for 
contractual 
assumption  is 
found in an 
exception to an 
exclusion 

HO requires 
written contract 

2004/2013 CGL 2000/2011 HO (91 similar)
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HO policy, storage pods and COI request

With the CGL the pod owner CAN be made an additional insured

There is no endorsement to make the pod owner an insured under the HO 
policy … is that the issue?

Even with CGL …the pod owner is NOT getting a cancellation notice if policy 
up for cancellation ….even if MADE an insured!!!!
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HO policy, storage pods and COI request

Can show HO policy
Policy number 
Limits …here 

My suggestion …find another 
pod company …. 
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COI before policy renewal

A state agency is demanding an insured provide them with a COI by 
1/6/2022 certifying policies that do not even renew until 1/20/2022. 

If insured fails to provide the COI before 1/6/2022 they will be placed on 
a “new work hold” and fined daily until the COI is provided. 

While I’m 99.999% confident the policy will be renewed, is there anything 
problematic about issuing a COI certifying insurance be in place at a 
future date?

It seems to me that certifying something based on what technically 
amounts to an expectancy might be problematic insofar as the laws 
relating to COIs might be concerned. Thoughts?
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COI before policy renewal

I’d really like to do the right thing here, but I really don’t want to get into 
a bad situation. I have a good relationship with this client and I have zero 
concern that if I were to issue a COI by 1/6 the client will NOT cancel their 
policy in the intervening days, but again, the idea makes my stomach 
churn as the COI would technically be certifying something that hasn’t 
happened yet.

My reading of the 2015 law suggests this would be a problem unless I’m 
missing something.

I honestly wouldn’t have even reached out but for the fact that the 
company has threatened to both suspend work and to fine our client (in 
writing) if they do not deliver the COI before 1/6 (for the 1/22 renewal).
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COI before policy renewal

Well the GOOD news … is that in MA – a company has to give 45 days 
non-renewal notice - per MA amendatory endorsement 

You said the policy is renewing 1/22/22 and you need to issue the 
certificate by 1/6/22
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COI before policy renewal

At the end of the policy period there are only a few reasons that carrier 
can legally cancel policy … and would they bother at this late date even if 
one of the reasons existed?
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COI before policy renewal

We are better off in MA than in other states regarding auto … as legal 
notice of non-renewal is required 

And 

IF insured doesn’t pay renewal premium …there is no “flat cancel” …they 
MUST legally cancel the policy with a certificate of mailing 
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COI before policy renewal

If we are talking the CGL … that could be different … 

But – good news …the ISO CGL – for decades and editions has a condition 
stating:

30 days notice …will STILL be helpful in YOUR situation … doesn’t have to 
be sent certificate of mailing …but as an agent YOU are party to the 
demise of the policy

In your particular case … it appears the company is renewing since they 
don’t have 30 days!
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COI before policy renewal

If it were a bit longer away and the demand for a COI on the RENWEAL policy 
is required 

The IIABA certificate of insurance webinar …that I listened to ..twice …did 
address this issue

Chris Boggs, CPCU, etc., Executive Director IIABA suggested that you could 
issue the COI …with the renewal dates …of course

AND …if the insured chose to renew elsewhere …which COULD HAPPEN IN 
YOUR SITUATION HERE …who knows …

Then this should be an agency procedure where the agent notifies the COI 
holder that the COI on that particular client is not valid as that client choose 
to renew coverage elsewhere that they are no longer insured by you



What if the contract requires a lower limit than 
the insured carries …

should I only list the contract limit or the exact 
policy limit?

ALWAYS tell the truth …

if the insured has made 
the certificate holder an 
“insured” then 
the full policy limit is available … 95

What limits are shown on COI



Contract vs. Policy Limits

• Insured has a $5M policy limit and the contract 
only requires $1M, so he only wants the certificate 
to show $1M so he doesn’t reveal his full limit

ACORD instructions state

What limits are shown on COI



What if the contract requires a lower limit than the 
insured carries …
should I only list the contract limit or the exact 
policy limit?

if your insured has merely held the 
certificate holder “harmless” 
then it cannot get more than contract 
required ….
If they are an additional insured …oh well
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What limits are shown on COI



Contract vs. Policy Limits

It is misrepresentation to state 
otherwise

Current ISO CGL AI endorsements will 
allow more than contract limit

2013 CGL endorsement will do what 
client wants … restrict coverage limit to 
what requested in contract

What limits are shown on COI



If the project is ongoing …
could a new certificate be required each year?
What limits would you then tell?

ALWAYS the current policy limits …

we do not have to worry about any aggregate 
being used..per the disclaimer
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What limits are shown on COI



Should we send certificates to 
insurance companies …

we are told that they don’t want 
us to 

Should I send COI to insurance company?



Send them whether they are wanted or not
Marlin v. Wetzel (WV Sup. Ct., 2002)
Erie v. NGM (NY trial court, 2009

Virtual University seminar suggested:

Scan and send/upload with statement:

“Our internal procedures and our legal 
counsel require that a copy of all certificates 
be sent to our carriers.”

And …make it a normal business procedure

Should I send COI to insurance company?



My insured wants a blank certificate to keep in his truck 
for when he “bids on a job” …he can show that he 
has insurance ….

Should I do this? 

My insured wants a blank certificate…



ABSOLUTELY
POSITIVELY …. 
NOT!!!!!

What if policy gets 
cancelled …and 
they still have a 
“blank” certificate 
to show

You will be HAPPY 
to issue a 
certificate the DAY 
the client wants 
one …right!!!!

My insured wants a blank certificate…
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Thank you for attending…

If you have any questions, please email 
imorrill@massagent.com

They want what?
Certificate of Insurance issues 

Thank you for attending…
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